ACROSS
1 Feeble way to get name back (8)
5 Fish listen to ship going past (6)
10 Banned guilds policed city centres (7)
11 Extremely poor pastries found in rubbish (7)
12 To strike out on his own, eccentric theologian has to waste hours (2,2,5)
13 They all died taking too many drugs during parties (5)
15 Sense good deal (5)
16 Fish leave first, wearing hats (8)
19 Fish had debts tracked (8)
20 Sound quality of Davidson as a leader (5)
21 Spill one records (5)
23 What MPs do as a member hasn’t turned up yet (9)
25 Drug fish with a German drug (7)
27 University worried by international copy (7)
28 Understand the German garden tool (6)
29 Persist with ruminant drinking hot sauce (8)

DOWN
1 Sanctimonious expression of contempt about Diana? (8)
2 Discussing business in useless forum (7,4)
3 Magical fish, having lost head, placed first bet (9)
4 Resistance breaks into a few bars to start with (5)
6 Had ambitions for his first comment piece (5)
7 Old port and whisky (3)
8 Locates from opposite sides (5)
9 Release boy carrying round sponge (8)
14 Challenges South Africa with a hit outside capital (3,2,6)
16 Maybe bitter about chaotic puzzle (8)
17 It haunts me, somehow, to ignore American composer (9)
18 Sad inventor gets flower (8)
21 Folds unable to move with head down (5)
22 Bring up fish in conversation (5)
24 Mentor first to give you fish (5)
26 Outstanding battle isn’t finished (3)

Solution 15,841